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Structure of the ripple phase in chiral and racemic dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine multibilayers
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We present electron density maps of the ripple phase of chiral and racemic dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine.
The structures of the two systems are found to be identical within experimental errors, thus unambiguously
showing that the chirality of the lipid molecules does not influence the structure of this phase.
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PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb, 61.10.2i, 64.70.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lipid water mixtures show a variety of phases as a fu
tion of temperature and humidity, including a number of
verse lamellar phases@1–3#. These lamellar phases are
interest because they serve as model systems for biolo
membranes. Further, phase transitions in these system
also a topic of current interest@2#. In the high-temperature
La phase, which has the symmetry of a smectic-A liquid
crystal, the hydrocarbon chains are molten and exhibit
in-plane ordering. In the low-temperatureLb8 phase, the
chains are in the all-transconformation and are ordered on
two-dimensional lattice@1,4#. In addition to these two lamel
lar phases, some phospholipids also exhibit an intermed
ripple or Pb8 phase, characterized by periodic on
dimensional height modulation of the bilayer@1–3,5–7#. In
this phase, the conformation of the chains has not yet b
unambiguously determined, but from x-ray data it is cle
that most of the hydrocarbon chains are ordered in the s
manner as in theLb8 phase.

A complete theory of the ripple phase that explains all
experimental observations is yet to be formulated. Recen
Lubensky and MacKintosh@8,9# have proposed a Landa
theory that describes phase transitions between theLa ,Pb8 ,
andLb8 phases in chiral and achiral bilayers. In the case
achiral bilayers, this model predicts the existence of two d
tinct symmetric ripple phases in addition to a square lat
phase. When the system is chiral, one of these two ph
becomes asymmetric@10#. Thus, according to this phenom
enological model, achiral bilayers can exhibit only symm
ric ripples, while both symmetric and asymmetric ripples c
occur in chiral bilayers.

In order to test the predictions put forth by Lubensky a
MacKintosh @8# concerning the influence of molecula
chirality on the structure of the ripple phase, Katsaras
Raghunathan@11# carried out x-ray diffraction experiment
on aligned films of chiral~l! and racemic (dl) dimyris-
toylphosphatidylcholine~DMPC! bilayers. They found tha
under similar experimental conditions, the diffraction p
terns from the two systems were practically indistinguis
able. Moreover, both the systems were found to have
oblique unit cell, indicating the presence of asymmet
ripples.

The observation of asymmetric ripples in the racem
can still be reconciled with the predictions of the Lubensk
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MacKintosh model if thed and l enantiomers within each
layer phase separate into chiral domains. To investigate
possibility, Katsaraset al. performed calorimetric measure
ments on mixtures ofl-dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine hav
ing perdeuterated hydrocarbon chains (l -DPPC-d62) and
d-DPPC@12#. They found the data consistent with a bina
system whose components exhibit complete mutual s
solubility. This suggests that the asymmetric ripples seen
racemic DMPC multibilayers are not the result of the form
tion of chiral domains due to phase separation.

The structural features that can be obtained directly fr

TABLE I. The observed and calculated stucture factors at 24
and 98% RH.

l-DMPC dl-DMPC
h k uFou Fc uFou Fc

1 0 100.0 280.2 100.0 2117.1
1 21 42.5 238.0 59.2 232.9
2 0 29.7 219.8 65.0 243.3
2 21 43.6 240.5 68.0 255.2
2 22 9.3 215.4 29.0 238.5
2 2 15.7 214.6 21.7 23.2
2 3 10.6 7.9 10.6 0.3
3 0 21.2 22.9 32.9 11.5
3 21 42.4 33.9 53.3 39.3
3 22 29.2 32.0 35.0 38.3
3 2 9.5 17.1 9.0 16.0
3 3 16.5 215.9 12.3 20.5
3 4 16.3 10.3 13.3 2.0
3 5 12.4 24.2
4 0 29.9 27.9 31.1 22.5
4 21 25.5 231.2 33.1 237.4
4 22 55.5 279.5 56.8 257.5
4 23 27.7 233.9 27.9 235.8
5 0 8.5 0.6 9.6 4.6
5 21 5.9 0.8 12.0 20.3
5 22 7.8 210.1 10.8 229.4
6 0 4.4 1.2 6.4 25.6
6 21 5.9 25.4
7 0 5.5 22.2
9 0 4.5 21.3
2455 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Electron density map of the ripple phase ofdl-DMPC at 24 °C and 98% RH. The positive~negative! contours are represented b
solid ~dotted! lines. The regions with positive electron density correspond to the head groups. Note that the thickness of the bilayers
40 Å, whereas that of the water region is about 15 Å .
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a diffraction pattern are the following: the wavelength of t
ripples (l), the average separation between the bilayers (d),
and the angle (g) between the two axes of the unit cell. Th
values of these three parameters are found to be compa
in chiral and racemic DMPC bilayers under similar expe
mental conditions@11#. In order to check whether the de
tailed shapes of the ripples in these two systems are
similar, we have now calculated the electron density profi
of the ripple phase ofl anddl-DMPC. In this Brief Report
we present the results of these calculations. All the struct
features of the ripple phase in the two systems are foun
be identical within experimental errors. This confirms t
conclusion of Ref.@11# that molecular chirality does not pla
any significant role in determining the structure of the ripp
phase.

II. EXPERIMENT

The sample was deposited on a curved glass surface
a concentrated lipid/methanol solution to obtain a stack
bilayers oriented parallel to the surface. However, the rip
direction does not get fixed by this procedure. The result
sample that is aligned along the layer normal but is a pow
in the plane of the bilayer. The temperature was controlle
ble
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within 60.5 °C and the relative humidity was maintained
9862%. Further experimental details are to be found in R
@11#.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

We have applied geometrical corrections to the obser
intensities relevant to our system, taking into account the
that the sample is a powder in two dimensions and orien
in one. We have ignored absorption corrections as the th
ness of the sample was not accurately known. However
assuming reasonable values of the sample thickness, we
confirmed that the electron density profiles are not sign
cantly affected by these corrections@13#.

In order to calculate the electron density map, the ph
of each Bragg reflection must be determined. As the str
ture possesses a center of symmetry, the phase can only
values of either 0 orp. To determine the phases of th
reflections we have adopted the procedure developed by
et al. @14#. The electron density functionr(x,z) is described
as the convolution of a ripple contour functionC(x,z) and
the transbilayer electron density profileTc(x,z). Here x̂ is
the direction of the ripple wave vector andẑ is the direction
FIG. 2. Electron density map of the ripple phase ofl-DMPC at 24 °C and 98% RH.
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of the average layer normal.C(x,z)5d@z2u(x)#, where
u(x) describes the ripple profile and is taken to have
form of a sawtooth with peak-to-peak amplitudeA. l1 is the
projection of the longer arm of the sawtooth on thex axis.
Tc(x,z) gives the electron density at any point (x,z) along a
straight line, which makes an anglec with the z axis. The
electron density in the methylene region of the bilayer
close to that of water and is taken as zero.Tc(x,z) is mod-
eled as consisting of twod functions with a positive coeffi-
cient of magnituderH , corresponding to the headgroup r
gions separated by a distanceL, and a centrald function with
negative coefficient of magnituderM , corresponding to the
methyl region. The six adjustable parameters in the mo
are A, l1 ,c,rH /rM ,L, and a common normalizing facto
Using this model for the electron density profile, the e
pected structure factors at the observed (h,k) values are cal-
culated. The calculated structure factors are compared
the observed ones and ax2 value is obtained, which is sub
sequently minimized by varying the adjustable parameter
the model. The phase of each of the Bragg reflection
obtained from the structure factors calculated from the c
verged model. These calculated phases are combined
the observed magnitudes of the structure factors and inv
Fourier transformed to get the electron density function.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The observed and calculated structure factors (Fo andFc ,
respectively! for l anddl-DMPC at 24 °C and 98% RH ar

TABLE II. The structural parameters of the ripple phase.

g(o) l ~Å! d l1 ~Å! A ~Å!

l -DMPC 24 °C 9961 14262 5661 9762 1861
21 °C 99 145 56 98 18

dl-DMPC 24 °C 98 141 56 100 19
21 °C 98 140 56 99 18
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given in Table I. Almost all the phases of the correspond
reflections in the two cases are the same. We have calcu
the electron density profiles of the ripple phase ofl and
dl-DMPC bilayers at various temperatures and a relative
midity of 9862%. The profiles at 24 °C are presented
Figs. 1 and 2. The structural parameters of the ripple phas
two different temperatures are given in Table II. As one c
observe, the ripples formed by chiral and racemic DMP
bilayers do not differ appreciably. The peak-to-peak amp
tude in both cases is approximately 18 Å, and the ratio of
length of the major arm to that of the minor arm is found
be 2.1 and 2.4 forl-DMPC anddl-DMPC bilayers, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the thickness of the bilayer in the tw
arms is different in both cases. This can be explained
terms of an average tilt of the hydrocarbon chains along
ripple wave vector@13#. The minor differences in the two
figures arise most probably because we have not been ab
apply absoption corrections. Thus at all temperatures stud
the structure of the ripple phase in chiral and racemic DM
bilayers is practically identical.

V. CONCLUSION

In this Brief Report we have presented electron dens
profiles of chiral and racemic DMPC bilayers in the ripp
phase. The maps show asymmetric ripples in both the
tems. Moreover, all the structural features in the two ca
are found to be practically identical under similar experime
tal conditions. The present study thus unambiguously c
firms our earlier conclusion that the structure of thePb8
phase does not depend on the chirality of the lipid molecu
constituting the bilayer@11#.
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